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Innovation is always at the forefront of Octoral’s vision. We aim to provide body shops of today with
solutions that increase eﬃciency and drive proﬁtability. Using the latest technology, we have formulated
a new fast-drying clear that dries in just 10 minutes at 60°C.
FAST AND VERSATILE

EFFICIENCY

Where other fast-drying clears are limited to small spot
repairs, advanced technology used in the C600 Rapid
Production Clear ensures it can be used for fast repairs
to medium-sized repairs - up to 5 panels, the complete
side or front end, without compromising on the
quality of the ﬁnish. The one visit application increases
throughput and allows body shops to save time,
materials and energy while guaranteeing a premium high
gloss result.

Everything about the C600 Rapid Production Clear
has been designed to drive eﬃciency within the repair
process. Its 2:1 mixing ratio makes it quick and easy
to prepare, while its back to basic application ensures
minimal eﬀort is required when working with the
product. It oﬀers good ﬂow and levelling, which delivers
an excellent appearance, and glossy ﬁnish, ﬁrst time
round.

RAPID PRODUCTION CLEAR

C600 Rapid Production Clear and H60 Rapid Production
Hardener are available now. The information you will
need to order this product is summarised below.

After cooling down

The C600 Rapid Production Clear oﬀers ﬂexible drying
properties to suit all body shop drying preferences and
job scheduling. Drying in just 10 minutes when object
temperatures are at 60°C or drying in 25 minutes when
low baked at 40°C. For a more energy eﬃcient option,
the C600 Rapid Production Clear can be air-dried and
ready to handle in just 60 minutes.

After cooling down

FLEXIBILITY

HOW TO ORDER

RAPID PRODUCTION HARDENER
Air Dry

20°C

*

Low bake

40°C

*

Forced dry

Air Dry

60°C

20°C

*

*

Low bake

40°C

*

Forced dry

60°C*

* Object Temperature

FEATURES & BENEFITS:

Product code
Art. no.
Contents
Per box

C600
502407001
1L
6

Product code
Art. no.
Contents
Per box

C600
502407003
5L
3

Product code
Art. no.
Contents
Per box

H60
202122000
0.5 L
6

Product code
Art. no.
Contents
Per box

H60
202122002
2.5 L
6

Dries in just 10 minutes at 60°C force-dried, 25 minutes
low bake at 40°C and 60 minutes when air-dried

Faster completion of work improves the shop’s process times,
maximises booth utilisation and increases job throughput

One clear for small spot repairs to medium size repairs –
up to 5 panels

Increased ﬂexibility to use a single clear for multiple repair
jobs

One visit application

Increases productivity, saves time, resources and materials

Simple 2:1 mixing ratio & easy application

Very user friendly with minimal eﬀort required to achieve a
quality end result, high in gloss and appearance

Robustness

Achieves a high-quality ﬁnish in all body shop conditions and
climates

Excellent appearance

High gloss ﬁnal appearance with no issues of blistering or
popping.
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DISCOVER
VISIONARY
THINKING.
Octoral is a Valspar Automotive brand.
Valspar Automotive is one of the world’s
leading manufacturers of coatings.
MORE INFORMATION
If you would like to know more about Octoral
or Valspar Automotive, go to
www.octoral.com and www.valsparauto.com.
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